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UA EAI WG Meeting 
2 June 2020 

 
Attendees 

Abdalmonem 
Aryk 
Jim DeLaHunt 
Mark Datysgeld 
Mark Svancarek  
Pavanaja UB 
Mohamed Elbashir 
Pitinan Kooarmornpatana 

Agenda 

1. Review of previous meeting note 
2. Review the best practice for mailbox name 
3. AOB 

Meeting Notes 

The WG reviewed the previous meeting note and there was no further comments. The 
prioritization slide deck would be shared on the mailing list. 

The WG continued reviewing the Best Practice for the Mailbox name starting with the 
Supported Script section. It was confirmed that the scripts to be used in the mailbox name 
depends on the choice of the administrators. It could also be used during the transition period 
from ASCII@ASCII.ASCII to Unicode@ASCII.ASCII to Unicode@Unicode.Unicode.  

The exception was for the RTL and LTR context which selecting different context requirements 
between mailbox name and domain name could create security issue. The RTL handling would 
need a separate section.  

It was discussed that the European digits (0-9) had script property as ‘common’ which can be 
used with other script without being considered a mixed script. For the script digits, as its script 
property were marked as the same as its script, so they can be used in the label.  

It was mentioned that the reference LGR for second level also include the solution to handle 
digits. In general a label should contain one set of digits and the digits from different set are 
mapped as variants.  
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The WG continued to review the merged section of Preventing Invalid Strings and Unstable-
rendered Strings. The WG agreed with the addition text to point to the reference LGR and the 
LGR tool. The WG raised that creating a tutorial VDO explaining how to use the reference LGR 
would help the administrators.  

The Aliases consideration was reviewed and it was raised that this section should be reviewed 
by the administrators who implement aliases in their system. It was noted that using aliases 
also ease the communication between the senders and receivers using/understanding different 
scripts/languages. This topic would be continued in the next meeting.  

Action item 
 

No. Action Item Owner 
1. Share the prioritization slide on the UA-EAI mailing list   Pitinan 

 


